BABBIES

Question: What kinds of things do babies probably think about?

• Complete the 15 sentences with the words on the left.

1. Another word that means baby is ________.
2. Babies sleep, or take a ____________, many times throughout the day.
3. Babies have no teeth, so they eat ____________ that is soft.
4. Many parents sing a ____________ to their babies to help them fall asleep.
5. Many babies drink milk from a ____________.
6. The baby in the picture is wearing a ____________.
7. When a baby is old enough, the baby can sit in a ____________ to eat food.
8. A ____________ is a kind of bed for babies. It can keep the baby from falling out when they sleep.
9. A ____________ is a kind of chair for babies that can be pushed along on four wheels.
10. Young children and babies can play safely inside a ____________.
11. Often, the first word that babies say when they learn how to ____________ is “Mommy”.
12. Two babies that are born at the same time, and have the same mother, are called ____________.
13. Parents often put a ____________ in the mouth of their baby. Babies like to suck or bite on them.
14. Babies ____________ when they are hungry or tired.
15. Before babies learn how to walk, they ____________.
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ANSWER KEY

1. infant
2. nap
3. baby food
4. lullaby
5. baby bottle
6. diaper
   (British Eng. = “nappy”)
7. high chair
8. crib
   (British Eng. = “cot”)
9. stroller
   (British Eng. = “pram”)
10. playpen
11. speak
12. twins
13. pacifier
   (British Eng. = “dummy”)
14. cry
15. crawl